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  Consider a differential area  dS and the outward unit normal,  nˆ . The flow of a property 




ˆ.netB bV ndS   
Again the amount of B within the control volume is given by 
ˆ.cvB bV ndS    
Thus Reynolds Transport Theorem can be written as: 
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The X‐Momentum Equation: 
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The Energy Equation: 
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Now we need to find the Eigen values and Eigen vectors for the above jacobian matrix. 




































































Note that the columns of  L are the right Eigen vectors of  A  
Now substituting in the original compatibility equation for the primitive variable, 
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Now the characteristic variables are defined as  
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Riemann Variables: 
The above equation shows that the quantities  ( )jw propagate along the corresponding 










    = 
cu p  ,  (since  S
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     ),  propagates with  velocity u c along  the 






    =
cu p  ,  propagates  with  velocity  u c  along  the  characteristic  C‐ 













    
Along the characteristic line  ( )jw  remains a constant:  dxdt  , Thus 









We know that  2vC dpds d c
 
      . Now the first equation that we are considering is 
represented by the condition  (0) 0d s   along  dx u
dt
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The enthalpy,   2 2inf 12b l p Ph C u vR   
       
  Outflow: 
 All the values are extrapolated from the cell just before the outflow boundary 
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Solving the five equations, we obtain: 
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 1niU c  is the updated solution vector for the next time step 
 niU c is the solution vector of the current time step 
t  is the global time step 
( )iR c is the residual of the cell 
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The values of iU ,  2i U are estimated by central differencing the averaged values from the 
adjacent cells.  
Hence, 
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  In this research, a fully upwind scheme (  = ‐1) is considered. Therefore, the above 
equations change to: 
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The monotonicity condition applied to a scalar conservation equation  0i xu f   can be 
expressed in the form: 
 1 1, ,...,n n n ni i k i k i ku H u u u      
The scheme is said to be monotone if H is a monotone increasing function of each of its 
arguments, 
 1, , ..., 0n n ni k i k i k
j
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For any linear scheme in the form,  1n ni k i k
k
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A numerical scheme is said to be total variation diminishing if, 
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Now, if the ratios in the R.H.S become large enough to dominate the first term,  
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We know from the MUSCL approach, 
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Now to enforce these above constraints, we introduce ΨL, such that 
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xx = normal stress in the x‐direction =   . 2xx uV x  
     
yy = normal stress in the y‐direction =  . 2yy vV y  
     
xy and  yx = shear stresses = *
u dvxy yxy x
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% ARJUN VIJAYANARAYANAN 
% AE 700: THESIS 
        
  
% SECOND ORDER MATLAB CODE SOLVING THE INVISCID TWO-DIMENSIONAL EULER 
EQUATIONS IMPLEMENTING THE VAN LEER SPLIT FLUXES SCHEME AND THE MUSCL 
APPROACH 
  
% STRUCTURED GRID 
% THE GRID COORDINATES IS LOADED USING "grid_loader.m", WHICH READS THE 
'.grd' OUTPUT GRIDGEN FILE. 
% THE FREESTREAM CONDITIONS are called from "freestream.m". 
% All three files should be in the same folder. 
  
% GAME ON 
  
clear all ;close all 
clc; 
format long 
%%dbstop if error 
% Adding File to path 
addpath('/P:/ae699/arj code/arj_sod_sec/') 
fname = 'sod3'; % set filename 
[x,y,z,nx,ny,nz] = grid_loader(fname); 
mesh(x,y,x*0); 
%axis vis3d; 
title ('Contour plot showing the mesh') 
  
        for j = ny-2:ny-1; 
        for i = nx-2:nx-1; 
            pre_allocate 
        end 
        end 
  
        for j = 1:ny-1; 
        for i = 1:nx-1; 
  
             
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
% Change in x and y on each face 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
            dx_ef(i,j) = x(i+1,j+1)-x(i+1,j);    % @ the East Face 
            dy_ef(i,j) = y(i+1,j+1)-y(i+1,j); 
             
            dx_nf(i,j) = x(i,j+1)-x(i+1,j+1);    % @ the North Face 
            dy_nf(i,j) = y(i,j+1)-y(i+1,j+1); 
             
            dx_wf(i,j) = x(i,j)-x(i,j+1);        % @ the West Face 
            dy_wf(i,j) = y(i,j)-y(i,j+1); 
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            dx_sf(i,j) = x(i+1,j)-x(i,j);        % @ the South Face 
            dy_sf(i,j) = y(i+1,j)-y(i,j); 
       
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         
% Area for all the faces 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
   
            area_ef(i,j) = sqrt(dx_ef(i,j)^2 + dy_ef(i,j)^2); 
            area_nf(i,j) = sqrt(dx_nf(i,j)^2 + dy_nf(i,j)^2); 
            area_wf(i,j) = sqrt(dx_wf(i,j)^2 + dy_wf(i,j)^2); 
            area_sf(i,j) = sqrt(dx_sf(i,j)^2 + dy_sf(i,j)^2); 
             
              
            A{i,j}=[area_ef(i,j);area_nf(i,j);area_wf(i,j);area_sf(i,j)]; 
            
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%           
% Calculating the unit normal vector 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
             
           f = [0,0,1];    
           ne{i,j} = cross([dx_ef(i,j),dy_ef(i,j),0],f)... 
           /(area_ef(i,j));  
     
           nn{i,j} = cross([dx_nf(i,j),dy_nf(i,j),0],f)... 
           /(area_nf(i,j)); 
         
           nw{i,j} = cross([dx_wf(i,j),dy_wf(i,j),0],f)... 
           /(area_wf(i,j)); 
         
           ns{i,j} = cross([dx_sf(i,j),dy_sf(i,j),0],f) ... 
           /(area_sf(i,j)); 
        
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
% Calculating the cell volumes  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
            
           Vol(i,j) = 0.5*det([x(i+1,j+1)- x(i,j), y(i+1,j+1)- y(i,j);... 
                       x(i,j+1)- x(i+1,j) , y(i,j+1)- y(i+1,j)]); 
  
        end 
        end  
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
% % Free stream conditions and constants 
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
freestream                          % Calling the freestream conditions 




% Primitive state vector  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        for j = 1:ny-1; 
        for i = 1:nx-1; 
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            rho_p(i,j) = Vinf(1); 
            u_p(i,j)   = Vinf(2); 
            v_p(i,j)   = Vinf(3); 
            p_p(i,j)   = Vinf(4); 
                
            V{i,j}     =[rho_p(i,j);u_p(i,j);v_p(i,j);p_p(i,j)];   
             
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Adding in a  point of perturbation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
             
        if i > (nx/2) && j >= 1; 
             
             V{i,j}(1)  = .125 * V{i,j}(1); 
             V{i,j}(4)  = .1 * V{i,j}(4); 
        end           
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Conservative state vector 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
  
            rho_c(i,j)    = V{i,j}(1);  
            rhou_c(i,j)   = V{i,j}(1)*V{i,j}(2); 
            rhov_c(i,j)   = V{i,j}(1)*V{i,j}(3); 
            rhoe_c(i,j)   = V{i,j}(1)*(cv*V{i,j}(4)/(V{i,j}(1)*R)+... 
                            0.5*((V{i,j}(2))^2+(V{i,j}(3))^2)); 
                         
            U_c{i,j}      =[rho_c(i,j);rhou_c(i,j);rhov_c(i,j);rhoe_c(i,j)]; 
        end 
        end      
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         
% Setting the fluxes to zero initially         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
         
          
  F_e{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_n{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_w{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_s{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_plus_e{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_plus_n{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_minus_e{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_minus_n{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_ex{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_ey{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_nx{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_ny{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_wx{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_wy{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_sx{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  F_sy{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  Vinveb{i,j}= [0;0;0;0]; 
  Vinvnb{i,j}= [0;0;0;0]; 
  Vinvwb{i,j}= [0;0;0;0]; 
  Vinvsb{i,j}= [0;0;0;0]; 
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  Res{i,j}=[0; 0; 0; 0]; 
  
                                  
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% % Beginning of the time loop  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         
         
 for n = 1:iter 
          
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
% Calculating the contravariant velocities 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        for j = 1:ny-1; 
        for i = 1:nx-1; 
             
     hob(i,j) = (cp*V{i,j}(4)/(V{i,j}(1)*R)) + 
(1/2)*(V{i,j}(2)^2+V{i,j}(3)^2); % enthalpy 
      
     a(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* V{i,j}(4)/ V{i,j}(1));  %speed of sound  
             
        U_cone(i,j) = dot([ V{i,j}(2), V{i,j}(3),0],ne{i,j}); 
        U_conn(i,j) = dot([ V{i,j}(2), V{i,j}(3),0],nn{i,j}); 
        U_conw(i,j) = dot([ V{i,j}(2), V{i,j}(3),0],nw{i,j}); 
        U_cons(i,j) = dot([ V{i,j}(2), V{i,j}(3),0],ns{i,j}); 
         
  
        
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
% Calculating the contravariant mach numbers 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       
        M_cone(i,j) = U_cone(i,j)/a(i,j); 
        M_conn(i,j) = U_conn(i,j)/a(i,j); 
        M_conw(i,j) = U_conw(i,j)/a(i,j); 
        M_cons(i,j) = U_cons(i,j)/a(i,j); 
  
     
        end 
        end 
  
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % CFL step 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % for iter=1 
 dt_e = (area_ef(i,j)/(abs(U_cone(i,j))+a(i,j)))*CFL; 
 dt_n = (area_nf(i,j)/(abs(U_conn(i,j))+a(i,j)))*CFL; 
 dt_w = (area_wf(i,j)/(abs(U_conw(i,j))+a(i,j)))*CFL; 
 dt_s = (area_sf(i,j)/(abs(U_cons(i,j))+a(i,j)))*CFL; 
 dt_1 = min(dt_e,dt_n); 
 dt_2 = min(dt_w,dt_s); 
 dt_m1 = min(dt_1,dt_2); 
 if dt_m1 < dt 
     dt=dt_m1; 
 end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% % Calculating the supersonic inflow at the west boundary       
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   
           i = 1; 
       for j = 1:ny-1; 
  
%         V_b_w{i,j}= Vinf;       
%                        
%         ho_wb(i,j) = cp*V_b_w{i,j}(4)/(V_b_w{i,j}(1)*R) + 
1/2*(V_b_w{i,j}(2)^2+V_b_w{i,j}(3)^2); 
%          
%       %  F_w{i,j}= 
[V_b_w{i,j}(1)*U_conw(i,j);(V_b_w{i,j}(1)*V_b_w{i,j}(2)*U_conw(i,j)) + 
(V_b_w{i,j}(4)*nw{i,j}(1)); ... 
%       %              (V_b_w{i,j}(1)*U_conw(i,j)*V_b_w{i,j}(3)) + 
(V_b_w{i,j}(4)*nw{i,j}(2));V_b_w{i,j}(1)*ho_wb(i,j)*U_conw(i,j)]; 
  
    Vinvwb{i,j}(1) = V{i,j}(1); 
     
    Vinvwb{i,j}(2) = V{i,j}(2) - (U_conw(i,j)*nw{i,j}(1)); 
     
    Vinvwb{i,j}(3) = V{i,j}(3) - (U_conw(i,j)*nw{i,j}(2)); 
     
    Vinvwb{i,j}(4) = V{i,j}(4); 
       
    hob_w(i,j)   = cp*Vinvwb{i,j}(4)/(Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*R) + 
0.5*(Vinvwb{i,j}(2)^2 + Vinvwb{i,j}(3)^2); 
     
    F_wx{i,j} = 
[Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*Vinvwb{i,j}(2);(Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvwb{i,j}(2))^2)+( 
Vinvwb{i,j}(4));...    
               (Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*Vinvwb{i,j}(2)* 
Vinvwb{i,j}(3));Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*hob_w(i,j)*Vinvwb{i,j}(2)]; 
            
    F_wy{i,j} = 
[Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*Vinvwb{i,j}(3);(Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*Vinvwb{i,j}(2)*Vinvwb{i,j}(3))
;...    
               
(Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvwb{i,j}(3))^2)+(Vinvwb{i,j}(4));Vinvwb{i,j}(1)*hob_w(i,j
)*Vinvwb{i,j}(3)]; 
            
%    F_n{i,j}=F_nx{i,j}*nn{i,j}(1)+F_ny{i,j}*nn{i,j}(2); 




%         F_wx{i,j}= 
[V_b_w{i,j}(1)*V_b_w{i,j}(2);(V_b_w{i,j}(1)*(V_b_w{i,j}(2))^2) + 
(V_b_w{i,j}(4)); ... 
%                     
(V_b_w{i,j}(1)*V_b_w{i,j}(2)*V_b_w{i,j}(3));V_b_w{i,j}(1)*ho_wb(i,j)*V_b_w{i,
j}(2)]; 
%                  
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%         F_wy{i,j}= 
[V_b_w{i,j}(1)*V_b_w{i,j}(3);(V_b_w{i,j}(1)*(V_b_w{i,j}(2))*V_b_w{i,j}(3)); 
... 
%                     (V_b_w{i,j}(1)*(V_b_w{i,j}(3))^2) + 
(V_b_w{i,j}(4));V_b_w{i,j}(1)*ho_wb(i,j)*V_b_w{i,j}(3)]; 
                 
        F_w{i,j}=F_wx{i,j}*nw{i,j}(1)+F_wy{i,j}*nw{i,j}(2); 
         
       end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
% % Calculating the supersonic outflow at the east boundary  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   
          i = nx-1; 
      for j = 1:ny-1; 
  
%        V_b_e{i,j} = V{i,j}; 
%                
%        ho_eb(i,j) = cp*V_b_e{i,j}(4)/(V_b_e{i,j}(1)*R) + 
1/2*(V_b_e{i,j}(2)^2+V_b_e{i,j}(3)^2); 
  
    Vinveb{i,j}(1) = V{i,j}(1); 
     
    Vinveb{i,j}(2) = V{i,j}(2) - (U_cone(i,j)*ne{i,j}(1)); 
     
    Vinveb{i,j}(3) = V{i,j}(3) - (U_cone(i,j)*ne{i,j}(2)); 
     
    Vinveb{i,j}(4) = V{i,j}(4); 
       
    hob_e(i,j)   = cp*Vinveb{i,j}(4)/(Vinveb{i,j}(1)*R) + 
0.5*(Vinveb{i,j}(2)^2 + Vinveb{i,j}(3)^2); 
     
    F_ex{i,j} = 
[Vinveb{i,j}(1)*Vinveb{i,j}(2);(Vinveb{i,j}(1)*(Vinveb{i,j}(2))^2)+(Vinveb{i,
j}(4));...    
               (Vinveb{i,j}(1)*Vinveb{i,j}(2)* 
Vinveb{i,j}(3));Vinveb{i,j}(1)*hob_e(i,j)*Vinveb{i,j}(2)]; 
            
    F_ey{i,j} = 
[Vinveb{i,j}(1)*Vinveb{i,j}(3);(Vinveb{i,j}(1)*Vinveb{i,j}(2)*Vinveb{i,j}(3))
;...    







        
%        
%        F_ex{i,j}=    
[V_b_e{i,j}(1)*V_b_e{i,j}(2);(V_b_e{i,j}(1)*(V_b_e{i,j}(2))^2) + 
(V_b_e{i,j}(4));... 





%                    
%        F_ey{i,j}=    
[V_b_e{i,j}(1)*V_b_e{i,j}(3);(V_b_e{i,j}(1)*(V_b_e{i,j}(2))*V_b_e{i,j}(3));..
. 
%                       
(V_b_e{i,j}(1)*(V_b_e{i,j}(3))^2)+(V_b_e{i,j}(4));V_b_e{i,j}(1)*ho_eb(i,j)*V_
b_e{i,j}(3)]; 
%                    
       F_e{i,j}=F_ex{i,j}*ne{i,j}(1)+F_ey{i,j}*ne{i,j}(2); 
             
  
      end 
    
  
  
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     
% % Calculating for the inviscid wall at the north boundary 
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%+ 
  
         j = ny-1; 
     for i = 1:nx-1; 
       
    Vinvnb{i,j}(1) = V{i,j}(1); 
     
    Vinvnb{i,j}(2) = V{i,j}(2) - (U_conn(i,j)*nn{i,j}(1)); 
     
    Vinvnb{i,j}(3) = V{i,j}(3) - (U_conn(i,j)*nn{i,j}(2)); 
     
    Vinvnb{i,j}(4) = V{i,j}(4); 
       
    hob_n(i,j)   = cp*Vinvnb{i,j}(4)/(Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*R) + 
0.5*(Vinvnb{i,j}(2)^2 + Vinvnb{i,j}(3)^2); 
     
    F_nx{i,j} = 
[Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*Vinvnb{i,j}(2);(Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(2))^2)+( 
Vinvnb{i,j}(4));...    
               (Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*Vinvnb{i,j}(2)* 
Vinvnb{i,j}(3));Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*hob_n(i,j)*Vinvnb{i,j}(2)]; 
            
    F_ny{i,j} = 
[Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*Vinvnb{i,j}(3);(Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*Vinvnb{i,j}(2)*Vinvnb{i,j}(3))
;...    
               
(Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(3))^2)+(Vinvnb{i,j}(4));Vinvnb{i,j}(1)*hob_n(i,j
)*Vinvnb{i,j}(3)]; 
            
    F_n{i,j}=F_nx{i,j}*nn{i,j}(1)+F_ny{i,j}*nn{i,j}(2);                             
                  
     end  
  
     
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 





         j = 1; 
     for i = 1:nx-1; 
     
     
    Vinvsb{i,j}(1)   = V{i,j}(1); 
     
    Vinvsb{i,j}(2)   = V{i,j}(2) - (U_cons(i,j)*ns{i,j}(1)); 
     
    Vinvsb{i,j}(3)   = V{i,j}(3) - (U_cons(i,j)*ns{i,j}(2)); 
     
    Vinvsb{i,j}(4)   = V{i,j}(4); 
  
    hob_s(i,j)   = (cp* Vinvsb{i,j}(4))/(Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*R) + 
0.5*(Vinvsb{i,j}(2)^2 + Vinvsb{i,j}(3)^2); 
  
    F_sx{i,j} = 
[Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*Vinvsb{i,j}(2);(Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvsb{i,j}(2))^2)+( 
Vinvsb{i,j}(4));...    
               (Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*Vinvsb{i,j}(2)* 
Vinvsb{i,j}(3));Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*hob_s(i,j)*Vinvsb{i,j}(2)]; 
            
    F_sy{i,j} = 
[Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*Vinvsb{i,j}(3);(Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*Vinvsb{i,j}(2)*Vinvsb{i,j}(3))
;...    
               
(Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*(Vinvsb{i,j}(3))^2)+(Vinvsb{i,j}(4));Vinvsb{i,j}(1)*hob_s(i,j
)*Vinvsb{i,j}(3)]; 
            
    F_s{i,j}=F_sx{i,j}*ns{i,j}(1)+F_sy{i,j}*ns{i,j}(2); 
                      
  
     end  
      
      
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Second-order Extrapolations 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
  
    i = 1; 
for j = 1:ny-1; 
     
             
      rho_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-Vinvwb{i,j}(1)); 
              
      rho_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1))/(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)); 
             
      u_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-Vinvwb{i,j}(2)); 
             
      u_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2))/(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
            
      v_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-Vinvwb{i,j}(3)); 
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      v_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3))/(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
             
      p_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-Vinvwb{i,j}(4)); 
              
      p_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))/(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)); 
       
       
      if rho_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0;   
%       elseif rho_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j) = (rho_p_rl(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rl(i,j)); 
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j) = (rho_p_rr(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rr(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j) = (u_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rl(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j) = (u_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j) = (v_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j) = (v_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
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      if p_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j) = (p_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if p_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j) = (p_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
          
       
      d_rho_p_l(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-Vinvwb{i,j}(1)))); 
                   
      if d_rho_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-Vinvwb{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
           
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= d_rho_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_rho_p_l(i,j));  
      end 
                   
      d_u_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-Vinvwb{i,j}(2))));  
                   
      if d_u_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(2)-Vinvwb{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) 
           
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= d_u_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= (u_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_u_p_l(i,j));  
      end 
                   
      d_v_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-Vinvwb{i,j}(3)))); 
                   
      if d_v_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(3)-Vinvwb{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) 
           
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= d_v_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= (v_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_v_p_l(i,j));  
      end 
                   
      d_p_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-Vinvwb{i,j}(4)))); 
                   
      if d_p_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(4)-Vinvwb{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) 
           
          d_p_p_l(i,j)= d_p_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
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          d_p_p_l(i,j)= (p_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_p_p_l(i,j));  
      end 
                
               
      d_rho_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)))); 
                   
      if d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= 
(V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= d_rho_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_rho_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                   
      d_u_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2)))); 
                   
      if d_u_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2))  
          d_u_p_r(i,j)  = d_u_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_r(i,j)  = (u_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_u_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                    
      d_v_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3)))); 
                   
      if d_v_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3))  
          d_v_p_r(i,j) = d_v_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_r(i,j) = (v_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_v_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                    
      d_p_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4)))); 
                   
      if d_p_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))  
          d_p_p_r(i,j)  = d_p_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_r(i,j)  = (p_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_p_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
       
     
end 
  
for i = 2:nx-3; 
    for j = 1:ny-1; 
         
      rho_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)); 
              
      rho_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1))/(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)); 
             
      u_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2)); 
             
      u_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2))/(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
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      v_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)); 
            
      v_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3))/(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
             
      p_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-V{i-1,j}(4)); 
              
      p_p_rr(i,j) = (V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))/(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)); 
       
       
     
      if rho_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0;   
%       elseif rho_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j) = (rho_p_rl(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rl(i,j)); 
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j) = (rho_p_rr(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rr(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j) = (u_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rl(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j) = (u_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j) = (v_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
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%           v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j) = (v_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if p_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j) = (p_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if p_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j) = (p_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
               
      d_rho_p_l(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)))); 
                
      if d_rho_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_l(i,j)<= 
(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= d_rho_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_rho_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2))));  
                
      if d_u_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2)) && d_u_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) 
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= d_u_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= (u_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_u_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
               
                
      d_v_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)))); 
               
      if d_v_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)) && d_v_p_l(i,j) <= 
(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) 
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= d_v_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= (v_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_v_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
                
                
      d_p_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-V{i-1,j}(4)))); 
               




          d_p_p_l(i,j)= d_p_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_l(i,j)= (p_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_p_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
                
      
      d_rho_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)))); 
                
      if d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= d_rho_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_rho_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                
                
      d_u_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2)))); 
                
      if d_u_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2)) 
          d_u_p_r(i,j)= d_u_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_r(i,j)= (u_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_u_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                
                
      d_v_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3)))); 
                
      if d_v_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_r(i,j)<= 
(V{i+2,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3)) 
          d_v_p_r(i,j)= d_v_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_r(i,j)= (v_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_v_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                
                
      d_p_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4)))); 
                
      if d_p_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_r(i,j) <= 
(V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4)) 
          d_p_p_r(i,j)= d_p_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_r(i,j)= (p_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_p_p_r(i,j)); 
      end       
         
    end 
end 
  
    i = nx-2; 
for j = 1:ny-1; 
     
     
      rho_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)); 
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%     rho_p_rr(i,j) = (Vinveb{i,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1))/(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)); 
       
      rho_p_rr(i,j) = 0; 
             
      u_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2)); 
             
      u_p_rr(i,j) = -(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(1))/(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
                  
      v_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)); 
            
      v_p_rr(i,j) = -(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(2))/(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
                   
      p_p_rl(i,j) = (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-V{i-1,j}(4)); 
              
%     p_p_rr(i,j) = (Vinveb{i,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))/(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)); 
       
      p_p_rr(i,j) = 0; 
       
       
      if rho_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0;   
%       elseif rho_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_l(i,j) = (rho_p_rl(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rl(i,j)); 
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_r(i,j) = (rho_p_rr(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rr(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_l(i,j) = (u_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rl(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_r(i,j) = (u_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
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%       elseif v_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_l(i,j) = (v_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if v_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_r(i,j) = (v_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if p_p_rl(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rl(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_l(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_l(i,j) = (p_p_rl(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rl(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rl(i,j));    
      end 
       
      if p_p_rr(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rr(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_r(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_r(i,j) = (p_p_rr(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rr(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rr(i,j));    
      end 
       
       
      d_rho_p_l(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)))); 
                  
      if d_rho_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-V{i-1,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_l(i,j)<= 
(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= d_rho_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_l(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_rho_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2)))); 
                  
      if d_u_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(2)-V{i-1,j}(2)) && d_u_p_l(i,j)<= 
(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) 
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= d_u_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_l(i,j)= (u_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_u_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_v_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)))); 
                  
      if d_v_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(3)-V{i-1,j}(3)) && d_v_p_l(i,j)<= 
(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) 
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= d_v_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_l(i,j)= (v_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_v_p_l(i,j)); 
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      end 
                
      d_p_p_l(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-V{i-1,j}(4)))); 
                  
      if d_p_p_l(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(4)-V{i-1,j}(4)) && d_p_p_l(i,j)<= 
(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) 
          d_p_p_l(i,j)= d_p_p_l(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_l(i,j)= (p_p_psi_l(i,j))*(d_p_p_l(i,j)); 
      end 
       
       
%      d_rho_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(1)))); 
       
      d_rho_p_r(i,j)= 0; 
                  
      if d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_r(i,j)<= 0 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= d_rho_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_r(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_rho_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(-(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(1))))); 
                  
      if d_u_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_r(i,j)<= (-
(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(1))) 
          d_u_p_r(i,j)= d_u_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_r(i,j)= (u_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_u_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_v_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(-(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(2))))); 
                  
      if d_v_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_r(i,j)<= (-
(U_cone(i+1,j)*ne{i+1,j}(2))) 
          d_v_p_r(i,j)= d_v_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_r(i,j)= (v_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_v_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                
%       d_p_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i+2,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4)))); 
  
      d_p_p_r(i,j)  = 0;    
                  
      if d_p_p_r(i,j) <= (V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_r(i,j)<= 0 
          d_p_p_r(i,j)= d_p_p_r(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_r(i,j)= (p_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_p_p_r(i,j)); 
      end 
                                                
      
        
          
%      d_rho_p_r(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinveb{i,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)))); 
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%      d_u_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinveb{i,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2)))); 
%      d_v_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinveb{i,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3)))); 
%      d_p_p_r(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinveb{i,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4)))); 
  
%                   d_rho_p_r(i,j)= 0; 
%                   d_u_p_r(i,j)  = 0; 
%                   d_v_p_r(i,j)  = 0; 
%                   d_p_p_r(i,j)  = 0; 
                   
                   
%              if d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= 2*(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && 
d_rho_p_r(i,j) <= 2*(Vinveb{i,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1)) 
%              if d_u_p_r(i,j)   <= 2*(V{i+1,j}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_r(i,j)   
<= 2*(Vinveb{i,j}(2)-V{i+1,j}(2))  
%              if d_v_p_r(i,j)   <= 2*(V{i+1,j}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_r(i,j)   
<= 2*(Vinveb{i,j}(3)-V{i+1,j}(3))    
%              if d_p_p_r(i,j)   <= 2*(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_r(i,j)   
<= 2*(Vinveb{i,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))   
%                   
%                 d_rho_p_r(i,j)= d_rho_p_r(i,j); 
%                 d_u_p_r(i,j)  = d_u_p_r(i,j); 
%                 d_v_p_r(i,j)  = d_v_p_r(i,j); 
%                 d_p_p_r(i,j)  = d_p_p_r(i,j); 
%                  
%              else 
%                 d_rho_p_r(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_rho_p_r(i,j)); 
%                 d_u_p_r(i,j)  = (u_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_u_p_r(i,j)); 
%                 d_v_p_r(i,j)  = (v_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_v_p_r(i,j)); 
%                 d_p_p_r(i,j)  = (p_p_psi_r(i,j))*(d_p_p_r(i,j)); 
%              end 
%              end 
%              end 
%              end 
       
end 
  
    j = 1; 
for i = 1: nx-1; 
     
     
      rho_p_rn(i,j) = (V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1))/(V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1));                
            
      u_p_rn(i,j)   = (V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2))/(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
            
      v_p_rn(i,j)   = (V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3))/(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
            
      p_p_rn(i,j)   = (V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4))/(V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4));  
       
            
      rho_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-Vinvsb{i,j}(1)); 
            
      u_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-Vinvsb{i,j}(2)); 
            
      v_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-Vinvsb{i,j}(3)); 
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      p_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-Vinvsb{i,j}(4)); 
       
       
      if rho_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j) = (rho_p_rn(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j) = (rho_p_rs(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j) = (u_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rn(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j) = (u_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
      if v_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j) = (v_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if v_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j) = (v_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
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%       elseif p_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_n(i,j) = (p_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j) = (p_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
      
              
      d_rho_p_n(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1)))); 
               
      if d_rho_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_n(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_n(i,j)= d_rho_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_n(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_rho_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2)))); 
               
      if d_u_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_n(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2)) 
          d_u_p_n(i,j)= d_u_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_n(i,j)= (u_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_u_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_v_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3)))); 
               
      if d_v_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_n(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3)) 
          d_v_p_n(i,j)= d_v_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_n(i,j)= (v_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_v_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_p_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4)))); 
               
      if d_p_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_n(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4)) 
          d_p_p_n(i,j)= d_p_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_n(i,j)= (p_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_p_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
             
               
      d_rho_p_s(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-Vinvsb{i,j}(1)))); 
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      if d_rho_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-Vinvsb{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_s(i,j)= d_rho_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_s(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_rho_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-Vinvsb{i,j}(2)))); 
               
      if d_u_p_s(i,j)   <= (V{i,j}(2)-Vinvsb{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2))  
          d_u_p_s(i,j)  = d_u_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_s(i,j)  = (u_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_u_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_v_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-Vinvsb{i,j}(3)))); 
               
      if d_v_p_s(i,j)   <= (V{i,j}(3)-Vinvsb{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3))  
          d_v_p_s(i,j)  = d_v_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_s(i,j)  = (v_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_v_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_p_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-Vinvsb{i,j}(4)))); 
               
      if d_p_p_s(i,j)   <= (V{i,j}(4)-Vinvsb{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4))  
          d_p_p_s(i,j)  = d_p_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_s(i,j)  = (p_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_p_p_s(i,j)); 
      end                
     
end 
  
for j = 2:ny-3; 
    for i = 1:nx-1; 
         
               
      rho_p_rn(i,j) = (V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1))/(V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)); 
               
      u_p_rn(i,j) = (V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2))/(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
               
      v_p_rn(i,j) = (V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3))/(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
               
      p_p_rn(i,j) = (V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4))/(V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)); 
               
      rho_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)); 
               
      u_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)); 
               
      v_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)); 
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      p_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4)); 
       
       
      if rho_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j) = (rho_p_rn(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j) = (rho_p_rs(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j) = (u_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rn(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j) = (u_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
      if v_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j) = (v_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if v_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j) = (v_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
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          p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_n(i,j) = (p_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j) = (p_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
              
      d_rho_p_n(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1)))); 
               
      if d_rho_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_n(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+2}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_n(i,j)= d_rho_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_n(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_rho_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
                
      d_u_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2)))); 
               
      if d_u_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_n(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+2}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2)) 
          d_u_p_n(i,j)= d_u_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_n(i,j)= (u_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_u_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
                
      d_v_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3)))); 
               
      if d_v_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_n(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+2}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3)) 
          d_v_p_n(i,j)= d_v_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_n(i,j)= (v_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_v_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
                
      d_p_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4)))); 
               
      if d_p_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_n(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+2}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4)) 
          d_p_p_n(i,j)= d_p_p_n(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_n(i,j)= (p_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_p_p_n(i,j)); 
      end 
             
      d_rho_p_s(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)))); 
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      if d_rho_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)) && d_rho_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
          d_rho_p_s(i,j)= d_rho_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_rho_p_s(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_rho_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_u_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)))); 
               
      if d_u_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)) && d_u_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) 
          d_u_p_s(i,j)= d_u_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_u_p_s(i,j)= (u_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_u_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_v_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)))); 
               
      if d_v_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)) && d_v_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) 
          d_v_p_s(i,j)= d_v_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_v_p_s(i,j)= (v_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_v_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
               
      d_p_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4)))); 
               
      if d_p_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4)) && d_p_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) 
          d_p_p_s(i,j)= d_p_p_s(i,j); 
      else 
          d_p_p_s(i,j)= (p_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_p_p_s(i,j)); 
      end 
                      
    end 
end 
  
    j = ny-2; 
for i = 1:nx-1; 
     
     
      rho_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1))/(V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)); 
              
%     rho_p_rr(i,j) = (Vinveb{i,j}(1)-V{i+1,j}(1))/(V{i+1,j}(1)-V{i,j}(1)); 
       
      rho_p_rn(i,j) = 0; 
             
      u_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2))/(V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)); 
             
      u_p_rn(i,j) = -(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(1))/(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)); 
                  
      v_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3))/(V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)); 
            
      v_p_rn(i,j) = -(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(2))/(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)); 
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      p_p_rs(i,j) = (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4))/(V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4)); 
              
%     p_p_rr(i,j) = (Vinveb{i,j}(4)-V{i+1,j}(4))/(V{i+1,j}(4)-V{i,j}(4)); 
       
      p_p_rn(i,j) = 0; 
       
       
      if rho_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_n(i,j) = (rho_p_rn(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if rho_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif rho_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           rho_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          rho_p_psi_s(i,j) = (rho_p_rs(i,j)+ 
abs(rho_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+rho_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if u_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_n(i,j) = (u_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rn(i,j));  
      end 
       
      if u_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif u_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           u_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          u_p_psi_s(i,j) = (u_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(u_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+u_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
      if v_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          v_p_psi_n(i,j) = (v_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if v_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif v_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           v_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
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      else 
          v_p_psi_s(i,j) = (v_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(v_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+v_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rn(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rn(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_n(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_n(i,j) = (p_p_rn(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rn(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rn(i,j));   
      end 
       
      if p_p_rs(i,j)<= 0 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 0; 
%       elseif p_p_rs(i,j)>= 2 
%           p_p_psi_s(i,j)= 2; 
      else 
          p_p_psi_s(i,j) = (p_p_rs(i,j)+ abs(p_p_rs(i,j)))/(1+p_p_rs(i,j));   
      end 
       
       
%      d_rho_p_n(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(1)-V{i,j+1}(1)))); 
%      d_u_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(2)-V{i,j+1}(2)))); 
%      d_v_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(3)-V{i,j+1}(3)))); 
%      d_p_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(Vinvnb{i,j}(4)-V{i,j+1}(4))));    
  
              d_rho_p_n(i,j)= 0; 
               
              if d_rho_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) && d_rho_p_n(i,j) 
<= 0 
                    d_rho_p_n(i,j)= d_rho_p_n(i,j); 
              else 
                    d_rho_p_n(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_rho_p_n(i,j)); 
              end 
                
              d_u_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(-
(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(1))))); 
               
              if d_u_p_n(i,j)   <= (V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) && d_u_p_n(i,j)<= 
(-(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(1))) 
                    d_u_p_n(i,j)  = d_u_p_n(i,j); 
              else 
                    d_u_p_n(i,j)  = (u_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_u_p_n(i,j)); 
              end 
                
              d_v_p_n(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(-
(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(2))))); 
               
              if d_v_p_n(i,j)   <= (V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) && d_v_p_n(i,j)<= 
(-(U_conn(i,j+1)*nn{i,j+1}(2))) 
                    d_v_p_n(i,j)  = d_v_p_n(i,j); 
              else 
                    d_v_p_n(i,j)  = (v_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_v_p_n(i,j)); 
              end 
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              d_p_p_n(i,j)  = 0; 
               
              if d_p_p_n(i,j) <= (V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) && d_p_p_n(i,j) <= 0 
                    d_p_p_n(i,j)= d_p_p_n(i,j); 
              else 
                    d_p_p_n(i,j)= (p_p_psi_n(i,j))*(d_p_p_n(i,j)); 
              end 
              
              d_rho_p_s(i,j)= ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)))); 
               
              if d_rho_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(1)-V{i,j-1}(1)) && 
d_rho_p_s(i,j)<= (V{i,j+1}(1)-V{i,j}(1)) 
                   d_rho_p_s(i,j)= d_rho_p_s(i,j); 
              else 
                   d_rho_p_s(i,j)= (rho_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_rho_p_s(i,j)); 
              end 
               
              d_u_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)))); 
               
              if d_u_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(2)-V{i,j-1}(2)) && d_u_p_s(i,j)<= 
(V{i,j+1}(2)-V{i,j}(2)) 
                   d_u_p_s(i,j)= d_u_p_s(i,j); 
              else 
                   d_u_p_s(i,j)= (u_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_u_p_s(i,j)); 
              end 
               
              d_v_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)))); 
               
              if d_v_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(3)-V{i,j-1}(3)) && d_v_p_s(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+1}(3)-V{i,j}(3)) 
                   d_v_p_s(i,j)= d_v_p_s(i,j); 
              else 
                   d_v_p_s(i,j)= (v_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_v_p_s(i,j)); 
              end 
               
              d_p_p_s(i,j)  = ((phi/4)*((1-k)*(V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4))));   
               
              if d_p_p_s(i,j) <= (V{i,j}(4)-V{i,j-1}(4)) && d_p_p_s(i,j) <= 
(V{i,j+1}(4)-V{i,j}(4)) 
                   d_p_p_s(i,j)= d_p_p_s(i,j); 
              else 
                   d_p_p_s(i,j)= (p_p_psi_s(i,j))*(d_p_p_s(i,j)); 
              end 
                 
end 
  
%  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%  % Adding the second order extrapolation 
%  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  for j=1:ny-1 
  for i=1:nx-2 
           
            rho_p_l(i,j)= V{i,j}(1)+ d_rho_p_l(i,j); 
            u_p_l(i,j)  = V{i,j}(2)+ d_u_p_l(i,j); 
            v_p_l(i,j)  = V{i,j}(3)+ d_v_p_l(i,j); 
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            p_p_l(i,j)  = V{i,j}(4)+ d_p_p_l(i,j); 
             
            
                 
            rho_p_r(i,j)= V{i+1,j}(1)- d_rho_p_r(i,j); 
            u_p_r(i,j)  = V{i+1,j}(2)- d_u_p_r(i,j); 
            v_p_r(i,j)  = V{i+1,j}(3)- d_v_p_r(i,j); 
            p_p_r(i,j)  = V{i+1,j}(4)- d_p_p_r(i,j); 
             
            V_l{i,j}    = [rho_p_l(i,j);u_p_l(i,j);v_p_l(i,j);p_p_l(i,j)]; 
            V_r{i,j}    = [rho_p_r(i,j);u_p_r(i,j);v_p_r(i,j);p_p_r(i,j)]; 
             
            hob_l(i,j) = (cp*V_l{i,j}(4)/(V_l{i,j}(1)*R)) + 
(1/2)*(V_l{i,j}(2)^2+V_l{i,j}(3)^2);% enthalpy        
            hob_r(i,j) = (cp*V_r{i,j}(4)/(V_r{i,j}(1)*R)) + 
(1/2)*(V_r{i,j}(2)^2+V_r{i,j}(3)^2);% enthalpy  
             
            a_l(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* abs(V_l{i,j}(4))/ abs(V_l{i,j}(1)));  
%speed of sound             
            a_r(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* abs(V_r{i,j}(4))/ abs(V_r{i,j}(1)));  
%speed of sound  
             
             
  end 
  end 
   
  for i=1:nx-1 
  for j=1:ny-2 
                     
            rho_p_n(i,j)= V{i,j+1}(1)- d_rho_p_n(i,j); 
            u_p_n(i,j)  = V{i,j+1}(2)- d_u_p_n(i,j); 
            v_p_n(i,j)  = V{i,j+1}(3)- d_v_p_n(i,j); 
            p_p_n(i,j)  = V{i,j+1}(4)- d_p_p_n(i,j); 
             
            rho_p_s(i,j)= V{i,j}(1)+ d_rho_p_s(i,j); 
            u_p_s(i,j)  = V{i,j}(2)+ d_u_p_s(i,j); 
            v_p_s(i,j)  = V{i,j}(3)+ d_v_p_s(i,j); 
            p_p_s(i,j)  = V{i,j}(4)+ d_p_p_s(i,j); 
             
            V_n{i,j}    = [rho_p_n(i,j);u_p_n(i,j);v_p_n(i,j);p_p_n(i,j)]; 
            V_s{i,j}    = [rho_p_s(i,j);u_p_s(i,j);v_p_s(i,j);p_p_s(i,j)]; 
             
            hob_n(i,j) = (cp*V_n{i,j}(4)/(V_n{i,j}(1)*R)) + 
(1/2)*(V_n{i,j}(2)^2+V_n{i,j}(3)^2); % enthalpy             
            hob_s(i,j) = (cp*V_s{i,j}(4)/(V_s{i,j}(1)*R)) + 
(1/2)*(V_s{i,j}(2)^2+V_s{i,j}(3)^2); % enthalpy 
                                            
            a_n(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* abs(V_n{i,j}(4))/ abs(V_n{i,j}(1)));  
%speed of sound  
            a_s(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* abs(V_s{i,j}(4))/ abs(V_s{i,j}(1)));  
%speed of sound  
             
  end 
  end 
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  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
% Calculating the contravariant velocities for all r,l,n,s states 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  for j = 1:ny-1; 
  for i = 1:nx-2; 
             
          
        U_cone_l(i,j) = dot([ V_l{i,j}(2), V_l{i,j}(3),0],ne{i,j});                
        U_cone_r(i,j) = dot([ V_r{i,j}(2), V_r{i,j}(3),0],ne{i,j}); 
         
        
        if i == 1    
             U_conw_l(i,j)=0; 
        else 
        U_conw_l(i,j) = dot([ V_l{i,j}(2), V_l{i,j}(3),0],nw{i,j}); 
        end 
         
        U_conw_r(i,j) = dot([ V_r{i,j}(2), V_r{i,j}(3),0],nw{i,j}); 
         
        M_cone_l(i,j) = U_cone_l(i,j)/a_l(i,j);                     
        M_cone_r(i,j) = U_cone_r(i,j)/a_r(i,j); 
         
  end 
  end 
         
  for i=1:nx-1 
  for j=1:ny-2 
        U_conn_n(i,j) = dot([ V_n{i,j}(2), V_n{i,j}(3),0],nn{i,j});                
        U_conn_s(i,j) = dot([ V_s{i,j}(2), V_s{i,j}(3),0],nn{i,j}); 
         
         
         
        U_cons_n(i,j) = dot([ V_n{i,j}(2), V_n{i,j}(3),0],ns{i,j}); 
         
      
           if j==1 
               U_cons_s(i,j)=0; 
           else 
        U_cons_s(i,j) = dot([ V_s{i,j}(2), V_s{i,j}(3),0],ns{i,j}); 
         
           end 
       
                 
        M_conn_n(i,j) = U_conn_n(i,j)/a_n(i,j); 
        M_conn_s(i,j) = U_conn_s(i,j)/a_s(i,j); 
         
         
  
  end 
  end 
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% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
% Calculating the contravariant mach numbers for all r,l,n,s states 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
       
  
  
%         M_cone_l(i,j) = U_cone_l(i,j)/a_l(i,j);                     
%         M_cone_r(i,j) = U_cone_r(i,j)/a_r(i,j); 
        
         
%             
%         M_conn_n(i,j) = U_conn_n(i,j)/a_n(i,j); 
%         M_conn_s(i,j) = U_conn_s(i,j)/a_s(i,j); 
%          
%         if i==1 
%              M_conw_l(i,j)=0; 
%         else            
%         M_conw_l(i,j) = U_conw_l(i,j)/a_l(i,j); 
%         end 
%          
%         M_conw_r(i,j) = U_conw_r(i,j)/a_r(i,j); 
%          
%         M_cons_n(i,j) = U_cons_n(i,j)/a_n(i,j); 
%          
%         if j==1 
%              M_cons_s(i,j)=0; 
%         else    
%         M_cons_s(i,j) = U_cons_s(i,j)/a_s(i,j); 
%         end 
     
         
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % Calculating Time step for stability purposes 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 %for iter=1 
   for i=1:nx-2 
   for j=1:ny-1 
  
       dt_e1 = (area_ef(i,j)/(abs(U_cone_l(i,j))+a_l(i,j)))*CFL;  
       dt_w1 = (area_wf(i,j)/(abs(U_conw_r(i,j))+a_r(i,j)))*CFL; 
       dt_a1 = min(dt_e1,dt_w1); 
   end 
   end 
   for i=1:nx-1 
   for j=1:ny-2 
       dt_n1 = (area_nf(i,j)/(abs(U_conn_s(i,j))+a_s(i,j)))*CFL; 
       dt_s1 = (area_sf(i,j)/(abs(U_cons_n(i,j))+a_n(i,j)))*CFL; 
  
       dt_a2 = min(dt_n1,dt_s1); 
   end 
   end 
  
   dt_m2 = min (dt_a1,dt_a2); 
 %end 
   if dt_m2 < dt 
     dt=dt_m2; 
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   end 
   
  
  
   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %Calculating the flux vectors for subsonic and supersonic conditions 
  
        
% %Calculating the Van Leer split fluxes for 2-D Euler 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
   for j = 1:ny-1; 
   for i = 1:nx-2; 
  
%             F_plus_e{i,j} = 
((V{i,j}(1)*a(i,j))/4)*((M_cone(i,j)+1)^2)*[1;... 
%                               V{i,j}(2)+((ne{i,j}(1)*(-
U_cone(i,j)+2*a(i,j)))/gamma);... 
%                               V{i,j}(3)+((ne{i,j}(2)*(-
U_cone(i,j)+2*a(i,j)))/gamma);... 
%                               hob(i,j)-a(i,j)^2*(M_cone(i,j)-
1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
%    
%             F_minus_e{i,j} =((-V{i+1,j}(1)*a(i+1,j))/4)*((M_cone(i+1,j)-
1)^2)*[1;... 
%                                V{i+1,j}(2)+(ne{i,j}(1))*(-U_cone(i+1,j)-
2*a(i+1,j))/gamma;... 
%                                V{i+1,j}(3)+(ne{i,j}(2))*(-U_cone(i+1,j)-
2*a(i+1,j))/gamma;... 
%                                hob(i+1,j)-
a(i+1,j)^2*(M_cone(i+1,j)+1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
  
              F_plus_e{i,j} = 
((V_l{i,j}(1)*a_l(i,j))/4)*((M_cone_l(i,j)+1)^2)*[1;... 
                              V_l{i,j}(2)+((ne{i,j}(1)*(-
U_cone_l(i,j)+2*a_l(i,j)))/gamma);... 
                              V_l{i,j}(3)+((ne{i,j}(2)*(-
U_cone_l(i,j)+2*a_l(i,j)))/gamma);... 
                              hob_l(i,j)-a_l(i,j)^2*(M_cone_l(i,j)-
1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
   
              F_minus_e{i,j} =((-V_r{i,j}(1)*a_r(i,j))/4)*((M_cone_r(i,j)-
1)^2)*[1;... 
                               V_r{i,j}(2)+(ne{i,j}(1))*(-U_cone_r(i,j)-
2*a_r(i,j))/gamma;... 
                               V_r{i,j}(3)+(ne{i,j}(2))*(-U_cone_r(i,j)-
2*a_r(i,j))/gamma;... 
                               hob_r(i,j)-
a_r(i,j)^2*(M_cone_r(i,j)+1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
                            
%                             
  
          if M_cone_l(i,j)<1 
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              F_e{i,j}=F_plus_e{i,j}+F_minus_e{i,j}; 
               
          elseif M_cone_l(i,j)>= 1 
                   
                  F_e{i,j}=[V_l{i,j}(1)*U_cone_l(i,j) ; ... 
                            V_l{i,j}(1)*U_cone_l(i,j)*V_l{i,j}(2) + 
V_l{i,j}(4)*ne{i,j}(1) ; ... 
                            V_l{i,j}(1)*U_cone_l(i,j)*V_l{i,j}(3) + 
V_l{i,j}(4)*ne{i,j}(2) ; ... 
                            V_l{i,j}(1)*U_cone_l(i,j)*hob_l(i,j)]; 
          end 
               
           
        F_w{i+1,j} = -F_e{i,j}; 
         
   end 
   end 
       
       
   for j= 1:ny-2; 
   for i= 1:nx-1; 
               
           
           
  
%       F_plus_n{i,j} = (V{i,j}(1)*a(i,j))/4*(M_conn(i,j)+1)^2*[1;... 
%             V{i,j}(2)+nn{i,j}(1)*(-U_conn(i,j)+2*a(i,j))/gamma;... 
%             V{i,j}(3)+nn{i,j}(2)*(-U_conn(i,j)+2*a(i,j))/gamma;... 
%             hob(i,j)-a(i,j)^2*(M_conn(i,j)-1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
%  
%       F_minus_n{i,j} = (-V{i,j+1}(1)*a(i,j+1))/4*(M_conn(i,j+1)-1)^2*[1;... 
%               V{i,j+1}(2)+(nn{i,j}(1))*(-U_conn(i,j+1)-
2*a(i,j+1))/gamma;... 
%               V{i,j+1}(3)+(nn{i,j}(2))*(-U_conn(i,j+1)-
2*a(i,j+1))/gamma;... 
%               hob(i,j+1)-a(i,j+1)^2*(M_conn(i,j+1)+1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
  
        F_plus_n{i,j} = (V_s{i,j}(1)*a_s(i,j))/4*(M_conn_s(i,j)+1)^2*[1;... 
            V_s{i,j}(2)+nn{i,j}(1)*(-U_conn_s(i,j)+2*a_s(i,j))/gamma;... 
            V_s{i,j}(3)+nn{i,j}(2)*(-U_conn_s(i,j)+2*a_s(i,j))/gamma;... 
            hob_s(i,j)-a_s(i,j)^2*(M_conn_s(i,j)-1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
  
        F_minus_n{i,j} = (-V_n{i,j}(1)*a_n(i,j))/4*(M_conn_n(i,j)-1)^2*[1;... 
              V_n{i,j}(2)+(nn{i,j}(1))*(-U_conn_n(i,j)-2*a_n(i,j))/gamma;... 
              V_n{i,j}(3)+(nn{i,j}(2))*(-U_conn_n(i,j)-2*a_n(i,j))/gamma;... 
              hob_n(i,j)-a_n(i,j)^2*(M_conn_n(i,j)+1)^2/(gamma+1)]; 
           
%            
%            
          if M_conn_s(i,j)<1 
               
           
           F_n{i,j}=F_plus_n{i,j}+F_minus_n{i,j}; 
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          elseif M_conn_s(i,j)>= 1 
                   
                  F_n{i,j}=[V_s{i,j}(1)*U_conn_s(i,j) ; ... 
                            V_s{i,j}(1)*U_conn_s(i,j)*V_s{i,j}(2) + 
V_s{i,j}(4)*nn{i,j}(1) ; ... 
                            V_s{i,j}(1)*U_conn_s(i,j)*V_s{i,j}(3) + 
V_s{i,j}(4)*nn{i,j}(2) ; ... 
                            V_s{i,j}(1)*U_conn_s(i,j)*hob_s(i,j)]; 
          end 
               
           
        F_s{i,j+1} = -F_n{i,j}; 
         
  end 
  end 
           
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %Calculating the flux vectors for subsonic and supersonic conditions 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
   for j = 1:ny-1; 
       for i = 1:nx-1; 
          
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %Calculating the residuals for each of the faces 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
 Res{i,j} = 
[(F_e{i,j}(1)*A{i,j}(1)+F_n{i,j}(1)*A{i,j}(2)+F_w{i,j}(1)*A{i,j}(3)+F_s{i,j}(
1)*A{i,j}(4));...        
            
(F_e{i,j}(2)*A{i,j}(1)+F_n{i,j}(2)*A{i,j}(2)+F_w{i,j}(2)*A{i,j}(3)+F_s{i,j}(2
)*A{i,j}(4));... 
            
(F_e{i,j}(3)*A{i,j}(1)+F_n{i,j}(3)*A{i,j}(2)+F_w{i,j}(3)*A{i,j}(3)+F_s{i,j}(3
)*A{i,j}(4));... 
            
(F_e{i,j}(4)*A{i,j}(1)+F_n{i,j}(4)*A{i,j}(2)+F_w{i,j}(4)*A{i,j}(3)+F_s{i,j}(4
)*A{i,j}(4))];                    
                               
  
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% %Updating the state vectors 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
        
    U_c{i,j} = U_c{i,j} - (dt/Vol(i,j))*(Res{i,j}); % Euler Step 
          
    V{i,j} = [U_c{i,j}(1);U_c{i,j}(2)/U_c{i,j}(1);... 
              U_c{i,j}(3)/U_c{i,j}(1);(U_c{i,j}(4) - 0.5*U_c{i,j}(1)*...    
             ((U_c{i,j}(2)/U_c{i,j}(1))^2 + (U_c{i,j}(3)/U_c{i,j}(1))^2 ) 
)*R/cv]; 
                   
    a(i,j) = sqrt(gamma* V{i,j}(4)/ V{i,j}(1));  %speed of sound 
  
    P_out(i,j) = V{i,j}(4); 
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    M_out(i,j) = sqrt(V{i,j}(2)^2+V{i,j}(3)^2)/a(i,j); 
         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  




        R1(i,j) = Res{i,j}(1); 
        R2(i,j) = Res{i,j}(2); 
        R3(i,j) = Res{i,j}(3); 
        R4(i,j) = Res{i,j}(4); 
         




       end  
   end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
% % Calculating L2 norms 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
        L1(n) = sqrt(sum(sum(R1.^2)))/((nx-1)*(ny-1)); 
        L2(n) = sqrt(sum(sum(R2.^2)))/((nx-1)*(ny-1)); 
        L3(n) = sqrt(sum(sum(R3.^2)))/((nx-1)*(ny-1)); 
        L4(n) = sqrt(sum(sum(R4.^2)))/((nx-1)*(ny-1)); 
         
%fprintf('%g : %g : %g : %g : %g\n',n,L1(n),L2(n),L3(n),L4(n)); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
Plotting the L2 norms 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
  
  figure(3) 
  subplot(2,2,1) 
  plot((L1)/max(L1)) 
  title('L1') 
   
  subplot(2,2,2) 
  plot((L2)/max(L2)) 
  title('L2') 
   
  subplot(2,2,3) 
  plot((L3)/max(L3)) 
  title('L3') 
  
  subplot(2,2,4) 
  plot((L4)/max(L4))  
  title('L4') 
   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
Plotting the Pressure/Mach Contours 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
    if output == 1 
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      figure(2); 
  
      contourf(x(1:end-1,1:end-1,:)',y(1:end-1,1:end-1,:)',transpose(P_out));  
      
      title('Pressure Dissipation from the point of perturbance') 
  
     else 
     
      figure (4); 
  
      contourf(x(1:end-1,1:end-1,:)',y(1:end-1,1:end-1,:)',transpose(M_out)); 
      
      title('Mach Dissipation from the point of perturbance') 
  
    end  







   
 if n==1 || rem(n,q)==0 
      
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
for j =1:ny-1; 
    for i = 1:nx-1; 
         
        rho_disp(i,j) = V{i,j}(1); 
        u_disp(i,j) = V{i,j}(2); 
        v_disp(i,j) = V{i,j}(3); 
        p_disp(i,j) = V{i,j}(4); 
        mf(i,j)     = V{i,j}(1)* V{i,j}(2); 
        en(i,j)  = (V{i,j}(4)/(V{i,j}(1))^(gamma)); 
        enr(i,j) = en(i,j)/R; 
        M_disp(i,j) = sqrt(V{i,j}(2)^2+V{i,j}(3)^2)/a(i,j); 
        nt(i,j) = i; 
        nxy(i,j) = nt(i,j)/45; 








fid_1 = fopen(['rho_disp', num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i') ,'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_2 = fopen(['u_disp',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_3 = fopen(['v_disp',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_4 = fopen(['p_disp',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_5 = fopen(['mf',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_6 = fopen(['enr',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
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fid_7 = fopen(['nxy',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
fid_a = fopen(['M_disp',num2str(floor(n/r),'%.4i'),'.dat'],'w'); 
  
         
for i = 1:nx-1 
  for j = 1:ny-1 
       
    fprintf(fid_1,'%f ',rho_disp(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_2,'%f ',u_disp(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_3,'%f ',v_disp(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_4,'%f ',p_disp(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_5,'%f ',mf(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_6,'%f ',enr(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_7,'%f ',nxy(i,j)); 
    fprintf(fid_a,'%f ',M_disp(i,j)); 
  
    if j == ny-1 
        fprintf(fid_1, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_2, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_3, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_4, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_5, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_6, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_7, '\n'); 
        fprintf(fid_a, '\n'); 
    end 
     













% Sod Analytical Results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
   x1=10*[0.000000;0.263357;0.281906; 0.300455; 0.319004; 0.337553; 0.356102; 
0.374651;0.393200;... 
     0.411749; 0.430298; 0.448847; 0.467396; 0.485945; 0.685490; 0.685490 
;0.850431; 0.850431; 1.000000]; 
  
   
p_th=10^5*[1.000000;1.000000;0.912059;0.830832;0.755886;0.686811;0.623219;0.5
64742;0.511032;0.461762;... 






   
enr_th=[348.432055749129;348.432055749129;348.432329923741;348.431920848723;3
48.431982355768;348.431902726631;... 
       
348.431981057585;348.432349291094;348.431787748745;348.431937741368;348.43238
0688576;348.431992707131;... 
       
348.431595830625;348.432341021727;348.432341021727;675.907469652912;675.90746
9652912;640.389326827615;... 
       640.389326827615]; 
  
   
rho_th=[1.000000;1.000000;0.936364;0.876011;0.818810;0.764637;0.713370;0.6648
90;0.619083;0.575836;0.535040;... 
           
0.496590;0.460383;0.426319;0.426319;0.265574;0.265574;0.125000;0.125000]; 
            
   
m_th=[0.000000;0.000000;0.066185;0.134145;0.203953;0.275686;0.349425;0.425253
;0.503263;0.583548;0.666211;... 
           
0.751358;0.839103;0.929567;0.929567;0.733678;0.733678;0.000000;0.000000]; 
         
   
u_th=[0;0;24.4406472842199;48.8810285254502;73.3213913489630;97.7619141786265
;122.202731499605;... 
         
146.643071015574;171.083697855818;195.52409830508;219.964841359251;244.405225
659930;268.845555208870;... 
         
293.286336701323;293.286336701323;293.285908350364;293.285908350364;0;0];    
      
   
mf_th=[0;0;22.8853422536412;42.8203186796081;60.0362884504444;74.752376771802
5;87.1757625698729;... 
        
97.5015114875451;105.915008919673;112.589814671608;117.689988720854;121.36919
1010465;... 
        
123.771923243725;125.033537776171;125.033537776171;77.8891118242395;77.889111
8242395;0;0]; 
     
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 % Plotting the results 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
   
 figure(3) 
  subplot(2,3,1) 
  plot(nxy,(p_disp),'-ro',x1,p_th); 
  
   q=legend('Experimental',1); 
   set(q,'Interpreter','none'); 
%  hold on 
%    plot(x1,p_th,'-.b'); 
  
  grid on 
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  axis square 
  
%   set(h,'Interpreter','none') 
  title('Pressure') 
   
  subplot(2,3,2) 
  plot(nxy,(enr), '-ro') 
%   q=legend('Experimental',1); 
%   set(q,'Interpreter','none'); 
  grid on 
  hold on 
  plot(x1,enr_th) 
%   h=legend('Analytical',1); 
%   set(h,'Interpreter','none'); 
  axis square 
  title('Entropy/R') 
    
  subplot(2,3,3) 
  plot(nxy,(u_disp),'-ro') 
  grid on 
  hold on 
  plot(x1,u_th) 
  axis square 
  title('Velocity') 
  
  subplot(2,3,4) 
  plot(nxy,(M_disp),'-ro') 
  grid on 
  hold on 
  plot(x1,m_th) 
  axis square 
  title('Mach Number') 
   
  subplot(2,3,5) 
  plot(nxy,(rho_disp), '-ro') 
  grid on 
  hold on 
  plot(x1,rho_th) 
  axis square 
  title('Density') 
  
  subplot(2,3,6) 
  plot(nxy,(mf),'-ro') 
  grid on 
  hold on 
  plot(x1,mf_th) 
  axis square 
  title('Mass Flow') 


















% addpath('/C:/Users/BharadwajPopuri/Desktop/arj code/') 
filename = 'sod3.grd'; 
% Reading the output (.grd) file 
I = importdata(filename); 
zones = I(1); 
ni = I(2); 
nj = I(3); 
nk = I(4); 
tot = ni*nj*nk; 
  
  
 X = I(5:4+tot); 
 Y = I(5+tot:4+tot*2); 
 Z = I(5+tot*2:end); 
% Obtaining the co-ordinates 
n = 1; 
for j = 1:nj 
    for i = 1:ni 
        x(i,j) = X(n); 
        y(i,j) = Y(n); 
        z(i,j) = Z(n); 
      
       n = n + 1; 
       
    end 
end 
  
end 
 
  
